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ABSTRACT  
 

Text preprocessing plays an important role in natural language processing (NLP) tasks containing text 
classification, sentiment analysis, and machine translation. The preprocessing of Arabic text still presents 
unique challenges due to the language's rich morphology, complex grammar, and various character sets. 
This brief review studied various techniques utilized for preprocessing Arabic text data. This study 
discusses the challenges specific to Arabic text and current an overview of key preprocessing steps 
including normalization, tokenization, stemming, stop-word removal, and noise reduction. This survey 
analyzes preprocessing techniques on NLP tasks and focus on current research trends and future 
directions in Arabic text preprocessing. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Preprocessing text is important step in NLP tasks because it allows for the cleaning and transformation of raw text data into 
a format that is suitable for analysis in Arabic datasets [1],[2]. The Arabic language is unique a Semitic language, possesses 
definite characteristics and challenges that need specific preprocessing techniques [3],[4]. These challenges including 
processing diacritics, spellings, abbreviations, and dialectal variations [5],[6],[7]. 

The Raw text data usually contains noise, inconsistencies, and variations that can hinder the accuracy and performance of 
NLP tasks via preprocessing the text, researchers and practitioners can address these issues and create a standardized 
representation of the data, easing more effective analysis and modelling [8],[9],[10],[11]. 

There are a lot of issues in text preprocessing of Arabic language characteristics. The language is rich morphology which 
means the words can submit to significant changes in form based on their grammatical functions and contextual factors 
[12],[13],[14]. The Arabic language have a complex grammar with syntactic structures. These characteristics needed to 
utilize focused preprocessing techniques for process the morphological and syntactic complexities of the Arabic language 
[15], [16]. 
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In Arabic Language the difference Dialectal shows complicated text preprocessing. Arabic Language dialects are different 
in pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, and even word meanings [17],[18],[19]. It is making challenging to process and 
analyze text across another dialects because these variations within countries and across regions [20],[21]. It is important to 
get preprocessing techniques to process these dialectal differences to ensure accurate and reliable results in NLP tasks [22]. 

In this brief review have studied diffrent preprocessing methods for Arabic Language text focusing on the challenges and 
the solutions proposed in the literature and discuss important preprocessing steps like text normalization, diacritic restoration, 
spell correction, abbreviation handling, and stemming. This study highlights the effect of preprocessing on Arabic Language 
NLP tasks like text classification, sentiment analysis, named entity recognition and machine translation. This work focus on 
address issues related to dialectal variations in Arabic text and highlight the important of building standardized Arabic 
resources. This review aims to helping researchers in preprocessing Arabic text and improving the accuracy and performance 
of NLP applications in the Arabic language. 

2. Preprocessing Techniques 

Preprocessing techniques are important in NLP tasks. The quality of preprocessing have a direct impact on the performance 
and precision of NLP tasks such as text classification and sentiment analysis. This review studied different preprocessing 
strategies including normalization, tokenization specifically for Arabic language, stemming and lemmatization, and stop-
word removal as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Preprocessing Techniques in Arabic Texts 

2.1 Normalization Techniques 

1. Arabic script normalization: It applied to changing text to a standardized form by removing ligatures and special 

characters, and converting non-standard Arabic fonts to standard Unicode representation [23], [24]. 

 

2. Letter normalization techniques: It works in changing on letter forms and ligatures, ensuring smooth processing 

of several initial, medial, final, single, and ligature-common letter combinations [25]. 

 

3. Diacritic removal techniques: are removing vowel sounds and other linguistic features from Arabic text, simplify 

processing and analysis while protecting accordant information through rule-based approaches or machine 

learning methods [26]. 

 

4. Arabic numeral normalization is important for maintaining consistency and compatibility with NLP algorithms 

operating on Western numeral systems, as it converts Arabic numerals into their equivalent Western counterparts 

[27]. 
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Table 1 Shows examples of texts before and after applying normalization techniques. 

 

TABLE I.  EXAMPLES OF TEXTS AFTER APPLYING NORMALIZATION TECHNIQUES. 

 

2.2 Tokenization for Arabic text 

Tokenization rules are used to split text into tokens and consider changes from prefixes and suffixes. It’s challenging due 

to morphological complexity and clitics [28],[29]. 

 

1. Tokenizing compound words: is to identify and treat them as separate tokens utilizing rule-based or statistical 

methods, leveraging patterns and linguistic resources [30]. 

 

2. Tokenization of multi-word: utilizing lexicons or specialized resources and statistical models to preserve 

meaning and avoid incorrect segmentation [30]. 

2.3 Stemming and Lemmatization 

1. Stemming is a method of reducing words to their base form. It is an important aspect of Arabic linguistics, aiding 

in text analysis and retrieval tasks [31],[32],[33]. 

2. Lemmatization is an important process in Arabic, determining the base or dictionary form of words, accounting 

for morphological changes in lemmas based on root, pattern, and linguistic features [34], [35]. 

Table 2 illustrates the Stemming and Lemmatization processes with suitable examples of these techniques. 

TABLE II.  AN EXAMPLE OF STEMMING AND LEMMATIZATION & STOP-WORD REMOVAL PROCESS 

Normalization 
Technique 

Original Text Normalized Text Notes 

Arabic script 
normalization 

 من المنصات
 قبل

 من المناسبات
 قابل

Sometimes the mistake happens in the Arabic script process, Here the text is 
corrected to the right one. 

Letter 
normalization 
techniques 

 آسف
 بــــــداية

 أسف
 بداية

Changes are made to letter forms and ligatures to ensure smooth processing of 
various letter combinations. Here, the isolated hamza (آ) is replaced by its 
standardized form (أ) 

Diacritic removal 
techniques 

 كَتبَْت  
 سَعِيد  

 كتبت
 سعيد

The diacritic marks, such as the Fatha َـــ and Damma ـ   ,are removed from the text ,ــ
simplifying it 

Arabic numeral 
normalization 

256 
مم31415927  

256 

31415927 
The Arabic numerals are converted into their equivalent Western numerals 

Technique Original Text Normalized Text Notes 

Stemming علم تعلمت The suffix "ت" is removed, resulting in the stem "علم". 

Lemmatization كتاب كتابات 
The base form “كتاب” is the root form of the word and 
represents its base dictionary form 

Stop-word 
removal 

في هذا اليوم الجميل، ذهبت إلى 
المكتبة لشراء كتاب جديد عن 

 العلم

هذا اليوم الجميل، ذهبت المكتبة شراء 
 كتاب جديد العلم

Stop-word list here is [“عن“ ,”ل“ ,”إلى“ ,”في”] 
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2.4 Stop-word Removal 

Stop-word lists: They contain common words with little semantic value. It is utilized in text preprocessing to decrease 

noise and improve the efficiency of downstream NLP tasks [36],[37]. Figure 3 shows an example of Stop-word Removal 

process. 

3. Preprocessing on NLP Tasks 

1. Text classification: the preprocessing methods such as normalization, tokenization, noise reduction, and handling 

dialectal differences boost the accuracy of Arabic text categorization. This can improve the extraction of features 

and the accuracy of the model [38]. 

2. Sentiment analysis: it is important to apply preprocessing normalization techniques, and appropriate strategies 

for processing negation and Arabic-specific idioms [39]. 

3. Named entity recognition: the preprocessing techniques like tokenization, normalization, and dialectal 

differences enhance Arabic named entity recognition (NER) tasks, improving precision and recall in identifying 

and categorizing entities accurately [40]. 

4. Machine translation: Preprocessing in Arabic including normalization, tokenization, stemming, and dialectal 

variations, enhances translation accuracy by ensuring alignment between source and target text[41]. 

4. Evaluation Metrics for Preprocessing Techniques 

The evaluation of preprocessing techniques for the Arabic Language Datasets is essential as it may impact the model's 

input data quality and thus influence the quality of the results emerging from the model. Rich morphology and dialectic 

variations in Arabic pose unique challenges. [36],[42],[43]. The main metrics and techniques to measure the effectiveness 

of preprocessing in Arabic language data handling are given below: 

1- Data Quality Metrics: 

The quality of the dataset can be assessed along several dimensions, either before or after preprocessing: 

i. Coverage: refer to the ratio of successfully processed text (e.g., tokenized, normalized) to the total 

required to be processed. High coverage is the indicator that preprocessing tools consider various aspects 

of language in an effective way [19].  

ii. Accuracy: Stemming, lemmatization, part of speech, and other preprocessing activities performed should 

be checked for accuracy against manually annotated referential standards to act as a gold standard[44]. 

iii. Consistency: Preprocessing must be consistent for the given text and more so in handling language 

variants and dialects[45]. 

2- Downstream Task Performance Metrics: 

This can justify the need for preprocessing by its effect on these downstream tasks. Commonly used metrics are 

[46]: 

a. F1 Score, Precision, and Recall: These measures can help to quantify the balance of finding relevant 

cases and keeping a low number of false positives for tasks like Named Entity Recognition (NER) and 

Sentiment Analysis (SA). 

b. Word Error Rate (WER): It is the rate of incorrect predictions of complete words by the hypothesis with 

respect to the sum of words in the reference. 

c. BLEU, ROUGE, METEOR and BERTScore: Metrics to measure the degree of correspondence between 

the pre-processed output and reference translations or summaries in machine translation and text 

summarization. 

3- Computational Efficiency: 

According to Said et al. [47] Efficiency here is key, especially in deployment cases. 

i. Processing Time: Time taken when applying preprocessing steps. Prefer faster processing but with 

minimal loss in accuracy. 

ii. Resource usage: Monitor CPU and memory usage during preprocessing to ensure how NLP applications 

can scale up. 

4- Specificity to Preprocessing Arabic language: 

Here are some particularly relevant for Arabic according to Guellil et al. [48]: 

 Dialect Handling: Evaluate how preprocessing techniques handle the variation of Arabic dialects. The 

criteria for this can either be the completion of a task or dataset that strictly relies on dialect, or you could 

have an artificially created mixed dataset. 
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 Script Normalization: Arabic script can be written in variant orthographies. This should handle such 

variants uniformly to be effective in preprocessing. 

 Clitic handling: Arabic has wide usage of clitics. This means the accurate segmentation with 

reattachment of clitics is to be done without semantic loss of meaning. 

5- User-Based Evaluation 

In some cases, human judgment through user studies may reveal the practical usability of preprocessing steps, 

especially for application purposes like translation or content moderation, where user perception is key [49]. 

6- Error Analysis: 

These are the types of error-specific analyses that need to be carried out to know which types of errors are 

introduced or corrected by the preprocessing. This will throw light on the further refinements to be applied to 

preprocessing techniques [50]. 

 

Each of the approaches to evaluation provides some angle upon the efficiency of preprocessing and taken together, can 

serve to further refine the technique for better serving Arabic language processing specific needs. They constitute a broad-

range assessment that may lead to the improvement of preprocessing methods, which finally results in more robust and 

accurate NLP applications. 

 

5. Current Research Trends and Future Directions 

Deep learning techniques such as neural networks and transformer models, are being applied to Arabic text preprocessing 

to improve accuracy [51],[52]. Dialectal variations in Arabic pose significant challenges, and ongoing research focuses on 

developing techniques to handle these variations effectively [53]. This includes building resources for dialectal Arabic, 

developing dialect-aware preprocessing algorithms, and exploring machine learning approaches that adapt to dialectal 

differences. The standardized Arabic Language sources like morphological analyzers, lexicons and annotated corpora, are 

important for efficient text preprocessing [54]. The future research aims to develop comprehensive, high-quality resources 

covering different dialects, variations, and fields of Arabic for more accurate and consistent preprocessing techniques. 

 

6. Challenges in Arabic Text Preprocessing: 

Arabic Language is a tough language having a rich word structure, needing strong algorithms for tokenization, stemming, 

and lemmatization. There are many problems in text preprocessing depending on dialectal differences in social media and 

online communication. The Arabic language is a lacks widespread linguistic sources like stop word lists and language 

models, delaying the improvement of preprocessing techniques. Discretization and vocalization signs are usually lost in 

informal texts, so it complicates the process. Researchers are always performing modern techniques to develop Arabic 

Language text preprocessing accuracy. 

 

7. Conclusion 

Text preprocessing is important for tasks of NLP Arabic Language via addressing the issues shown with Arabic language. 

The methods for normalization, tokenization, stemming, stop-word removal, and noise reduction facilitate in cleaning and 

transforming Arabic Language text into a appropriate format for analysis and modelling. The preprocessing is important to 

effect on several NLP tasks like text classification, sentiment analysis, named entity recognition, and machine translation. 

The evaluation metrics and performance comparison benefits in evaluating the efficiency of preprocessing techniques, 

while current research trends focus on deep learning approaches with handling dialectal differences, and building 

standardized Arabic resources. By advancing preprocessing techniques, researchers and practitioners can improve the 

accuracy and performance of Arabic Language NLP applications and enable visible access to Arabic language processing 

technologies. 
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